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**Abstract**

RNA-interference has potential therapeutic use against HIV-1 by targeting highly-functional mRNA sequences that contribute to the virulence of the virus. Empirical work has shown that within cell lines, all of the HIV-1 genes are affected by RNA-induced gene silencing. While promising, inherent in this treatment is the fact that RNAi must be highly specific. HIV, however, mutates rapidly, leading to the evolution of viral escape mutants. In fact, such strains are under strong selection to include mutations within the targeted region, evading the RNAi therapy and thus increasing the virus’ fitness in the host. Taking a phylogenetic approach, we have examined 4000+ HIV-1 strains obtained from NCBi’s database for each of the HIV genes, identifying conserved regions at each hypothetical and operational taxonomical unit within the tree. Integrating the wealth of information available from each genome’s record, we are able to observe how conserved regions vary with respect to their distribution throughout the world. This was made possible through the development of a new software tool, developed such that similar analyses can be conducted for any species or gene of interest, not just HIV-1. In addition to the phylogenetic signal which we can recognize from the HIV-1 genomes examined, we can also identify how sequence varies across the genome. Taking this evolutionary approach, we have detected regions ideal for targeting by RNAi treatment.

**HIV-1 Genomics & Therapy**

Given its medical importance to humans, thousands of HIV-1 isolates have been completely sequenced. Over 4000 genomes are available through public database.

**Computational Approach**

Using the programming languages Scala and Python, we have developed a tool which, although here applied to HIV-1 sequence data, can be used for the analysis of any species. Sequence metadata is also stored and made accessible to user queries via a mongoDB database. Users can select any country, range of dates, and individual coding region to analyze and identify conserved short subsequences for potential use as siRNAs.

This tree shows the evolutionary relationship amongst 131 sequences of the gag gene from strains isolated from individuals in China since 2000.

This tree illustrates the evolutionary relationship amongst 835 gag gene sequences from strains isolated from individuals in the USA since 2000.

**Background**

With the decreased cost and increased throughput of genome sequencing, it has now become feasible to sequence numerous genomes from different patients worldwide as well as over the progression of a disease. In addition to large nationally supported, publicly accessible data repositories, a number of databases specialized for a specific infectious organism have been developed. These data repositories include more than just sequence data; they also include metadata about the sequence. Diagnostics and treatments for infectious viruses, bacteria, and fungi are moving towards a more molecular approach. Molecular diagnostics and therapies necessitate knowledge of the genomic sequence of the infectious agent. The success of this approach hinges on the fact that the diagnostic/therapy developed must target an exact nucleotide sequence present within the infectious agent’s genome. Thus, molecular diagnostics and therapies want to target the most conserved regions, or those regions acquiring the least accumulation of mutations. Targeted regions, however, are not immune to mutation. Species with genomes including a mutation or mutations within the target region will evade detection and thus thrive. Therefore, constant monitoring of genomic changes over time and from a wide population is necessary.

**Research Objectives**

The aim of the proposed research will be to develop software for assisting visualizing variable rates of evolution across genomic sequences for which there are numerous sequenced strains and associated metadata (sample collection information, patient data, etc.). This effort will include the development of novel data structures (framework) to store the sequences and metadata, and algorithms to facilitate analysis of the data. We have begun this effort by focusing on analysis of HIV-1 genomes, using the data available through NCBi’s HIV Sequence Database [www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov]. In addition, a database will be designed to allow high accessibility to the genomic data.

**Future Directions**

At present we are still developing the querying functionality, in addition to sequence post-processing. The functionality has been developed to minimize human intervention. However, to reduce false positives and annotation issues (inherent in the underlying data), post-processing scripts have been developed. Furthermore, we are developing this framework such that it is flexible and can thus be applied to any species of interest and any data resource available. In doing so, the tool can be utilized for any number of genomic and evolutionary studies.
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